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NORTHLINK WA — VEHICLE DAMAGE 

Grievance 

MS L. METTAM (Vasse) [9.15 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Transport on the NorthLink WA extension 
from Muchea to Ellenbrook and issues of excessive noise and damage to vehicles. I thank the minister for taking 
the grievance. NorthLink WA was initiated in 2014 by the previous Liberal–National government and was to be 
built in three sections—the southern, central and northern sections. This is a remarkable $1.02 billion project that 
would not have been possible without federal funding of $821 million. NorthLink WA is one of the state’s major 
infrastructure projects to improve road safety, reduce urban congestion, improve freight capacity and efficiency, 
and improve amenity for the community, tourists and road users. A key focus of this project was that it would 
relieve pressure from Great Northern Highway by shifting around 80 per cent of heavy vehicles over to the new route. 
The third and final contract for design and construction of the northern section was awarded to CPB Contractors 
and included a dual carriageway between Ellenbrook and Muchea with interchanges at Stock Road and Neaves Road 
and a flyover at Muchea South Road and the freight rail line. NorthLink WA is a fantastic federally funded project 
that has provided jobs and productivity benefits to the local economy, but there has been enormous disappointment 
and concern about how the McGowan Labor government has built the third section of the road. 

The northern section was opened on 23 April 2020 and it was not long before I was contacted by local residents 
and motorists about noise levels and damage to vehicles on this brand-new section of road. Simona Willis of the 
Residents Against NorthlinkWA Road Noise posted on her Facebook page that Main Roads’ own policy documents 
on road noise say that noise should not exceed 50 decibels at night and 55 decibels by day, but that levels of 
68 decibels and over had been recorded since the road opened. Decibel noise readings are not linear; an increase of just 
three decibels will double the noise. There most definitely have been noise levels well above the acceptable levels. 

Another local resident moved to Ellenbrook with his partner to retire and they are devastated that their dream has 
been shattered. They remarked — 

The noise from the road-trains and other vehicles have kept us inside permanently and even then the 
traffic can still be heard … 

We can hear the traffic 5kms down the road, it echoes throughout our home, there are no longer bird calls, 
just engine brakes. We cannot hear ourselves outside anymore and trying to enjoy our backyard is just 
like being at a teenage concert with just loud noise nonstop. 

Complaints from Bullsbrook and Ellenbrook community members escalated, resulting in an action group, 
Residents Against NorthlinkWA Road Noise, that now has more than 244 members. As the minister is aware from 
her answer to the member for Moore’s question in Parliament last week, the contractor has paid out $88 000 for 
125 approved claims, with a further 292 claims pending. In response to the supplementary question, the minister said — 

As I understand it, when chip seal has been laid in the past, movement of those chips has sometimes been 
experienced during the initial days and initial weeks and similar issues have been raised. 

It is now more than two months since this road was officially opened and these issues continue. Main Roads 
confirmed that there is a problem and that the road is not performing to the standard at which it would like it to 
perform. According to my notes, it provided the following explanation on ABC Breakfast on 18 June 2020 — 

The first seal was applied late last year. We weren’t able to put traffic on it and that created a rolling problem 
so we decided to bring forward the final chip seal by 12 months. 

Main Roads has also highlighted the weather as an issue. According to my notes, on 18 June, it advised Nine news — 

It’s frustrating and disappointing. We experienced some cold, early wet weather and think that has a bit of 
an impact on the chip seal. 

The community feels exasperated. They want solutions to the excessive noise problems and road defects, which 
are having a dramatic effect on their amenity and quality of life. Some community members avoid using the road. 
They have resorted to another tool in the hope that the minister will listen to their concerns and act to resolve the 
problems on this stretch of road. There are more than 500 signatures on a petition that states — 

It’s time to fix excessive noise and road defects on the North Link project 

… 

The rough wearing surface is causing excessive noise levels for local residents and damaging cars driving 
on the road. All because the McGowan Labor Government chose not to complete this road to a metropolitan 
road standard. 

The McGowan Labor Government must listen to our community and make fixing these problems a priority. 
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This growing metropolitan community deserves better. I thank the minister once again for taking my grievance. 
I look forward to her response. 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.21 am]: I thank the member for Vasse for raising 
the grievance. As the member outlined, NorthLink WA is one of the biggest infrastructure projects—indeed, it is 
the biggest road project—undertaken in WA. The project started under the previous government and we carried it 
on. As the member for Vasse outlined, the project commenced in 2014 after the route alignment was finalised. At 
the time, there were local concerns about the route alignment. We have gone through some of the initial reports 
from 2014 and there was some concern about the route and the impact that it would have on the rural amenity. I am 
not sure what happened with the concerns that were raised in 2014. The previous government signed the contract 
in early 2017. A key part of the contract was the road surface. The previous government committed to a chip seal or 
a one or two-coat seal for NorthLink stage 3. I highlight that this type of product is used for many roads throughout 
the metropolitan area and Western Australia, including key parts of Tonkin Highway. Indeed, Roe Highway, 
Great Eastern Highway, Wanneroo Road, Brookton Highway, Armadale, Great Northern Highway and Forrest Highway 
all have this type of treatment. It is used on long stretches of road, particularly those that interface with metropolitan 
and regional areas, but it is absolutely used in the metropolitan area. It is a long-standing treatment. As I said, the 
contract was signed at the end of December 2016. A media statement was released in January 2017 and that type of 
seal was committed to. Again, I am not sure whether that was not communicated to the public but the government 
committed to that type of seal. 

Issues have been raised in the past when these types of projects have been built. For example, in 2015, Bunbury 
residents raised concerns about noise issues but at the time the previous government did nothing to address them. 
Today, I will outline what we have done. As soon as the road opened, we were notified about the loose chips and, 
within days, we committed to ensuring that the damaged windscreens would be replaced at the expense of the 
contractor. We have been working to do that. We are ensuring that those windscreens have been replaced at no cost 
to the owners. This issue has arisen on other projects. I have been advised that the loose chips on these types of 
projects are similar to what occurred on Toodyay Road and other projects. There is a high volume of vehicles on this 
road, but, in percentages, it is similar to other projects and, of course, initially there will be some transitional issues. 

We have committed to bring forward noise monitoring. Three weeks ago in this place in response to a dorothy dixer 
asked by a member of this side of the house, we committed to bring forward noise monitoring. We understand that 
people are concerned about the noise. We had always planned to undertake noise monitoring and further noise 
mitigation. I will go through what the process has been. 

Main Roads undertook noise modelling prior to the start of 2016 and acoustic experts identified 16 properties that 
would require a noise treatment package. Of the 16 properties, two landowners accepted payment in lieu of works 
while a range of treatments was undertaken at the remaining 14 properties. Each property had a different treatment 
as per the recommendations of the acoustic experts. Examples of these noise treatments included the installation 
of reverse-cycle air conditioning, strengthening windows and sealing of gaps and doors. Noise modelling was 
undertaken earlier and, as at 13 June this year, Main Roads has received 18 complaints about road noise from local 
residents. Of the 18 complaints, eight residents were from the group of 16 who were involved in the early noise 
mitigation work; the others are new complaints. We always said that we would undertake noise modelling after 
the road opened, because it is only after a new road is open and there is usage that we can really determine its impact 
on local residents. As I announced three weeks ago, we are bringing forward noise monitoring in response to the 
concerns raised a number of weeks ago. Main Roads will undertake that noise monitoring in coming weeks. We 
will undertake the noise monitoring and work with local residents to try to mitigate the noise impacts, which is 
what we always planned to do. As I said, new road projects always bring issues and we are working with the local 
residents to address those issues. 

We have been proactive from day one. As soon as we heard about damaged windscreens, I made sure that the 
windscreens were replaced at no cost to the drivers and that continues. The number of complaints has reduced 
dramatically since those early weeks. Noise complaints always occur after a new road is opened. There were noise 
complaints when Forrest Highway opened. As I said, a new road has to open before we can understand exactly the 
level of noise, and that is why we undertook to do noise monitoring; and three weeks ago we committed to bring 
that forward, and that is happening. 

I will continue to work to make sure that this project is successful. I am not sure what the opposition’s commitment 
is. As I understand, it has made a commitment to reseal the whole project. Is that the opposition’s commitment, 
member for Vasse? 

Ms L. Mettam: We’d like you to fix it. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Is the opposition’s commitment to reseal the whole project? The member for Vasse has come 
in here and made a political point — 
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Ms L. Mettam: It’s not a political point. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Yes, it was. The member has been making political points on this issue. Will the opposition 
commit to reseal that entire length of road? 

Ms L. Mettam: Where’s your commitment to fix the road? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I have told the member what we are doing. Has the opposition committed to reseal the road? 

Ms L. Mettam: You are the minister, you should commit. Where’s your commitment? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: There is an election in March. Is the member committing to it? 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister and member for Vasse, thank you for your time. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: The member for Vasse is a hypocrite. 

Ms L. Mettam interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister and member for Vasse, thank you for your contributions. 
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